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Guidelines forWall Painting at the Gram Panchayat Level 

 

Background: IEC plays an important role in generating awareness in the community. 

The Department implements IEC activities at periodic intervals on various themes to 

raise awareness in the community and to facilitate behavior change. 

In the past, i.e. in 2013-14, wall paintings were done at the GP level on different themes 

such as 1000 Days approach, Arnaprasanna Diwas and on entitlements under 

decentralized SNP. The recently released NFHS-4 results reveal that the State is doing 

well on all nutrition indicators except Wasting where there is a marginal increase. With 

regards to the other indicators on child feedings practices, it is observed that there is a 

marked improvement on all indicators except Complementary feeding. 

There is a felt need to strengthen interventions on IYCF so as to bring about a 

considerable improvement on the nutrition and child feeding indicators. Other than the 

print and electronic media, mass media in the form of wall paintings is a powerful 

medium to reach out to the community. Messages on IYCF shall be promoted among the 

beneficiaries through the wall paintings at the GP level. 

Process to be followed: 

 An agency would be selected at the District level through a district level 

committee headed by the District Collector for the above mentioned work. 

 Agency may be finalised as per the procedure followed for other programmes of 

ICDS at the District level as  per F.D OM No.4939/F dt.13.02.12. 

 The agency may be asked to submit the sample of the design for consideration 

along with the other required documents while submitting tender. 

 CDPO has to identify four prominent locations in the GP for Wall Painting in 

consultation with respective Supervisors and submit the list to DSWOs for her 

reference and necessary action. 

 While selecting the location\Space for the wall painting, preference may be given 

to do it on the outside wall of the Anganwadi Centre or nearby locations, 

Panchayat offices and other prominent locations for wider dissemination of the 

information. 

 Moreover Wall Painting should be done in those areas where the awareness level 

and practice related to above mentioned theme is low or poor. 
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Specifications:  

Size: 8’ X5.6” 

Colour: As per the prototype posted on the “Department of Women Child Development 

“Website 

Unit: 4 wall paintings per GP 

Budget: 

 Rs 1000/-per Wall Painting (Rs 4000/- per GP) covering 6234 GPs in the State of 

Odisha. 

The Budget would be met out of funds sanctioned for the purpose in Revised NOP PIP 

2017-18. 

Documentation and Monitoring:  

Supervisor would collect the information from AWWs and send a consolidated report to 

CDPOs which would be compiled at DSWOs office and sent to Department for 

information and reference. Utilisation Certificate for the funds sanctioned should be sent 

to the Department within one month of expenditure. The district report should be 

submitted along with photographs of the Wall Paintings at prominent locations. 
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Budget for Wall Paintings 

Sl no  Name of the District GPs in the district 

Budget for wall paintings @ 4 

per GP, unit cost Rs 1000/- per 

painting , Budget in lakhs 

1 2  3  4 

1 Angul 209 8.36 

2 Balasore 289 11.56 

3 Bargarh 248 9.92 

4 Bhadrak 193 7.72 

5 Bolangir 285 11.4 

6 Boudh 63 2.52 

7 Cuttack 342 13.68 

8 Deogarh 60 2.4 

9 Dhenkanal 199 7.96 

10 Gajapati 129 5.16 

11 Ganjam 475 19 

12 Jajpur 280 11.2 

13 Jharsuguda 78 3.12 

14 Jagatsinghpur 194 7.76 

15 Kandhamal 153 6.12 

16 Kalahandi 273 10.92 

17 Kendrapada 230 9.2 

18 Keonjhar 286 11.44 

19 Koraput 226 9.04 

20 Khordha 168 6.72 

21 Malkangiri 108 4.32 

22 Mayurbhanj 382 15.28 

23 Nawarangpur 169 6.76 

24 Nayagarh 179 7.16 

25 Nuapada 109 4.36 

26 Puri 230 9.2 

27 Rayagada 171 6.84 

28 Sambalpur 148 5.92 

29 Subarnapur 96 3.84 

30 Sundergarh 262 10.48 

  Total 6234 249.36 
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